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HOMEWORK: PREPARATION FOR WEEK 3  

Subjects Covered This Week 

• Reading Lesson 2 
• Foreign Language Lesson 1 
• Logic Lesson 2 
• Story: “Dinner with a Pharisee” 

Reading 

Please take some time to answer the following questions thoughtfully. We won’t be able to 
take a whole lesson for discussion, but how about finding a friend who will answer the 
questions, too, and have a chat with you about them? 

 
• Do you want to be a better reader than you are? Does this occur to you regularly or 

rarely? 
 

• Does reading a book feel like swallowing a large vitamin—something you know you 
should do but that you really dislike? 
 

• Are there any kinds of books you won’t read? 
 

• Do you read novels? Do you ever get carried away with a novel and put off doing 
what you should to find out what happens? 
 

• Has this ever happened with a non-fiction book? 
 

• Do you read non-fiction with a pencil/highlighter and make notes or underlines? 
 

• Do you ever read a book that has an index? Regularly or rarely? 
 

• What kinds of books do you like best? 
 

• What are the reasons you might buy a book or request it from the library? 
 

• Do you collect books that you don’t get around to reading? 
 

• Do you always finish a book once you’ve started it? 
 

• How do you decide which book to read next? 
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• When you’re reading a book that’s challenging for you, do you find that your eyes can 
cover a lot of paragraphs before you realize you didn’t really read them? 

 
• When you pick up a book, is it usually because you’re eager to know what it says or 

because you feel like you need to keep working through the book? Both? Some other 
reason? 
 

• Do you read a full chapter of the book in one sitting? More than one chapter? 
 

• Do you skim or read carefully? 
 

• Do you set reading goals for yourself? 
 

• Do you seek out a picture of the author before you read? 
 

• Do you usually or rarely look at the footnotes/endnotes? 
 

• Do you prefer for the notations to be listed at the end of the book or at the bottom of 
the page on which they occur, or do you not care because you don’t look at them 
anyway? 
 

• Do you have a strong preference for print books over reading something on the 
computer, or vice versa? Do you use a Kindle? How does your preference help or 
hinder your reading goals? 
 

• How many books do you have going at a time? 
 

• Any other thoughts or observations about your reading habits or practices? 
 

 
Questions related to wanting to read more: 

 
• Why should you prioritize book reading in the first place? 

 
• What do you lose if you don’t read books? 

 
• What needs to stop in your life so that you can start reading? 

 
• Would you want to commit to reading one hour a day, broken up into three or more 

segments?  
 

• Would you be interested in joining a Facebook or email group to tell what you’re 
reading, try to find reading partners, and have accountability to keep at it? 
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Action to take: 
 

• If you’re willing, take a moment to turn off sound notifications for your email, 
Facebook, and any other social media. You can always check these later, but you 
don’t need to know the instant they come in. Learn how to change the text 
notification sounds for your family members so you know immediately if it may be an 
urgent message you need to respond to. If you don’t know how to do this, ask a child 
or teen to do it for you. :)  My text sound for each family member is a little part of a 
song I associate with them, and the phone ringer is more of the same song for that 
person. Other people have learned that I’m not a person that runs to get my phone 
whenever it makes a noise. I probably like you if you text or call me, but I can’t be the 
person I want to be and live an intentional life if I’m a slave to those sounds. 
 

• Think: Do you really need to be notified every time you get a message from 
someone? How often during the day are you responding to these sounds? Do they 
interrupt your reading time and give you an excuse to stop reading a book so you can 
read a personal message? A really good life goal would be to only answer emails and 
check FB at certain times of the day. Maybe you’re not there yet, but at the very 
least, begin to notice whether you’re being controlled in some way by them and 
whether they’re affecting your ability to sustain a longer attention span. Don’t feel 
like you’re a bad person if you need to make a change in this area or if you haven’t 
been able to do it when you’ve tried! You may need some help. Studies are showing 
that there’s an actual dopamine release from text signals and FB responses. Your 
body is doing what it was designed to do, just more often than a person can handle in 
the long-term! 
 

Vocabulary 

Here are your words for next week. Read the longer definitions, memorize the short ones, and be 
ready for a little quiz!  

• Polemic 
• Myth 
• Systematic Theology 

Review your previous words:  

• Canon: The books we currently have in our Bible. 
• Exegesis: The explanation of a text based on careful, objective analysis. 
• Hermeneutic: How someone thinks Scripture ought to be interpreted and why they think that’s the 

best way. 

Logic 

Go back and review the “Avoiding the Question” fallacies. You might enjoy looking online for more 
examples of each fallacy to help illustrate them further and lock them in. 


